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ABSTRACT
Cloud Computing is an innovation in the field of Information Technology and in
healthcare system because of the deployment models which services as profitability
for the tenants. Cloud Computing is cost-effective, flexible and a delivery platform
which provides business and services over internet. Multi-tenancy with its hardware
sharing and high degree of configurability is utilized in cloud computing health care
system even though many health care organizations are unwilling to adapt due to
infrastructure and security shortcoming. In order to store the sensitive health care
data cloud service providers should include promising security features where both
the trusted and untrusted parties should be addressed in it. This paper addresses the
security requirements and security issues in multi-tenant healthcare system, a frame is
proposed for analyzing the security issues based on the available requirements and
possible counter measures been suggested. The security concerns are analyzed by
trust, confidentiality, integrity, audit and compliances and furthermore insight for the
security is provided in multi cloud with possible security recommended for healthcare
system.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Cloud Computing is the most popular technology available currently, with an instance to
compute. As computing a utility customers utilize “pay-to-go” for computing, storage and
application purpose [1]. It is a service model that offers tenants, term for consumers, provide a
shared computing resources [2]. With the concept of pay-to-go it has the flexibility to upgrade
and downgrade the resource making it popular model for organizations [1]. Cloud Computing
is defined “Data center in which resources are shared by its virtualization technology, it
provides elastic, on demand instant services and charge for the utilities”. Elasticity, on
demand, Broad network access, Scalability, Pay-to-go and virtualization are the some of the
characteristics of cloud computing model [1]. Cloud Computing is a new sculpt that is used
for delivering and hosting information technology (IT) service. As many definitions been
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given for cloud computing but the most standard one by the National Institute of standards
and Technology (NIST) defines “Cloud computing is a model to facilitate on-demand
network access shared based on computing resources configured like networks, servers,
storage, applications and services rapidly improvised with minimal management and service
interaction [3]. Cloud computing has a new architecture known as multi-tenancy. It has formal
definition given by Bezemer “Multi-tenant application let tenant (customers) to share same
hardware resources, providing with shared application and database instance allowing
application to fit their needs as it runs in dedicated environment”. Multi-tenancy has the
ability to share hardware resources and offering high degree of configurability to software. It
has the architecture in which multiple tenants use single database and application instance in a
single environment and security breach can result in exposure of data to other tenants [2].
Multi-tenancy demanding to accomplish commercial growth in cloud computing which utilize
resource sharing and virtualization. Multi-tenancy is different for different service models.
Such as software as a service (SaaS), application is provided as facility by service provider in
which tenants cannot observe or control essential infrastructure. In Infrastructure as a service
(IaaS), where tenant is capable for provisioning, storing and networking resource can be
controlled but cannot managed. Multi-tenancy arises when more than two virtual devices
belong to different tenant share same physical resource. Multi-tenancy provides huge
opportunity for the software developers even though expert sees vulnerability it is a major
cloud computing features and will advances to confidentiality breach [1]. Though multitenancy helps achieving utilization in cloud, multi-tenancy challenges HIPAA compliance in
health cloud by making it more vulnerable to cyber-attacks and data breaches. In this paper,
we address the access control vulnerabilities introduced by multi-tenancy in cloud based
health care information system. HIPAA compliance in health cloud emphasizes control
mechanism to address HIPAA regulations. Health care entities are based on elements of
HIPAA act [1]. Entities of health care are defined as health plans, health care providers and
health care clearing houses, health care information’s are transmitted electronically with
connection transactions for health and human services.

2. RELATED WORK
In [2] Jason Flood has proposed a framework which actively detects security liabilities in a
multi-tenant environment. While detecting the attacks it ensures that the information collected
will be isolated in a legal forensic standard at all time. The main goal was to share malicious
activity of user information with the authorities devoid of the data leakage of data of all the
other tenants. In addition to it the author has described a methodology which would prevent
the gap analysis phase of any cyber-attack.
In [3] the author proposed a security model for the requirements of health care system.
Electronic health record sharing and integration we discussed, risk in the security and privacy
issues are analysed for access and management a use case scenario is described for the
corresponding security counter measures and techniques.
In [4] the author proposed a security analysis in order to identify the vulnerabilities and
threats found in the cloud computing environment and counterfeit measures has been
suggested for threats, an SPI model had been presented to categories the security issues for
service model in Cloud Computing.
In [5] the author proposed a platform changing legacy application for multi-tenant model
where the platform is converted to embedded system and single tenant to multi cloud, through
tenant filter function data access is isolated, then the certification is combined with SaaS
platform and performance test is done to migrated the system.
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In [6] the author has proposed a Multi eHealth Cloud Service Framework MeCa) by
adopting an approach which represents a set of evolving services and applications in their
architecture that includes a new technology for smarter eHealth. Their research carries out a
real testbed which was demonstrated that MeCa was a constraint optimized mobile eHealth
application thereby saving consumption of energy in a Home-Assisted Living.
In [7] the author proposed a security model for the requirements of health care system.
Electronic health record sharing and integration we discussed, risk in the security and privacy
issues are analysed for access and management a use case scenario is described for the
corresponding security counter measures and techniques.
In [8] the author proposed a software-defined framework of cloud security, for supporting
the execution of security guidelines in a distributed cloud environment. It requires a security
mechanism that is able to cope with their property of multi-tenancy and multi-cloud. This
framework depends on the paradigm to construct and adjust mechanisms to circulated cloud
constraints dynamically, and achieve the software logics to broadcast security policies which
is to be considered in cloud resources. The framework was assessed via validation scenarios
of use cases which comprises, cloud source state change, dynamic access control and cloud
resource allocation/deallocation
In [9] the author proposed a virtualization framework that provides network
communication design by supporting traffic matrices in virtual private clouds (VPCs) and
eliminates the problem of load-balancing by using a design link algorithm. The configurations
of bare metal data centre along with dynamic network environments were taken as inputs
applying a global bound on all the links. The framework focuses on a fat tree architecture.
In [10] the author proposed an approach based on Secure Multi-Party Computation (SMC)
protocols to warrant privacy issues in various collaborative systems. The proposed result is
based on Paillier structure to ensure security of information that was achieved additive
homomorphic property of this public key cryptosystem.
In [11] the author implements a Multi-Tenancy Architecture which is secure and more
efficient. A performance evolution framework was developed in the multi-tenant architecture.
Their research states that in the area of multitenancy in cloud, in spite of its significance, it is
unexploited fully.
In [12] the author proposed an EMH (Elastic Multi-Hospital Management) model, which
made use of cloud elasticity facility to deliver a framework that manages objects and physical
spaces within multiple healthcare societies. Their solution offers a centralized management
control centre which works with cloud elasticity to enlarge or reduce the number of virtual
machines to support the variable incoming demands from the hospitals. The model in [4] is
based on the RFID (Radio-frequency identification) sensor tracking with the client-server
Service, in order to detect motion and objects. A prototype of the model was developed that
provides a unique admin point and handles workload with cloud elasticity to report all the
user requests within a short response time.

3. METHODOLOGY
System Model
The contact that the consumer and cloud has is the registration unit. It can be either an online
form or a contract. The information should be allocated and gathered in order to verify and
approve the information. This process is taken in consideration to avoid fraud possibility
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resource allocation manager unit RAMU will allocate resource for the following customer
request it is able to access the cloud database [3].

Threat Model
For securing the hypervisor an assumption is made that the multi tenancy is allowed by the
cloud providers result in allowing resource over shared virtualization. It is designed regardless
to exploit multi tenancy vulnerability [3].

Attack Model
Can be considered into Side channel attack, Brute forcing, Network probing. A side channel
attack is based on information gain through the physical implementation of system. Brute
forcing is the simplest strategies to build and attack and it is a most common used strategy.
Network probing helps to find the physical topology where IPs and servers connected through
networks [2].

Data Ontology
Core for most of the SaaS multi-tenant applications in which the intermediate data passed
through different components, where the data is customized to include load balancing,
encryption, schema and storage [7].

Conceptual Data Modeling
Constructed through ontology system it is used as a map of concepts and relationships, used
to describe the application significance and similar to object oriented design it doesn’t decide
the actions and entities [10].

4. GENERAL SECURITY REQUIREMENTS FOR CLOUD
COMPUTING HEALTHCARE SYSTEM
Availability
Availability promotes the accessibility and readability only to authorized personnel’s only.
Property availability can be made unobtainable to legitimate users on permanent and
temporary basis. DoS attacks, natural disaster and equipment outage are the threats. It is hard
to detect attack possibilities on the system or the services it affects the accessibility while it
outsources the assets and data in healthcare organization to the service providers.

Confidentiality
Confidentiality denotes the authority and authorization to access the protected medical data. It
ensures the users who are not permitted have entry to the data stored in cloud infrastructure.
Confidentiality is related to authentication and tenant account to be protected from attackers.

Integrity
Information security is a data which portrays the resources and data which can be updated
through official personnel’s. It is related to software, hardware and data base of medical
organizations. The conscientiousness of cloud service provider maintains the data integrity
and its accuracy.

Privacy
For cloud computing tenant’s privacy is considered to be important in both terms compliance
with HIPAA standards and trust of healthcare organizations.
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Trust
It demotes the property adequate convenience to its observers and works in its correct state to
secure the threats. The system and the process is dependent to the service providers for its
availability and utility of the service in cloud environment.

5. SECURITY ISSUES IN HEALT CARE SYSTEMS
Data Security
Referred as digital privacy measures to prevent unauthorized access. Protects from data
corruption and it is an essential aspect for IT organization. Data security incudes Masking of
data and erasure. It measures in encryption where all the digital data, software and hardware
are encrypted which is unreadable for unauthorized access. It is important for health care
records where patient record should be maintained and creating awareness to release data to
medical faculties with care.

Data Breaches
Data breaches mostly involved in personal health information(PHI) in order to trade secrets.
Common data breach concept attackers hacking the health records and using the patient’s
sensitive data and unauthorized hospital employee viewing patient’s health information which
is a constitutes data breach.

Network Security
Sharing of the patient data with several virtual machines. Data should be securely shared and
improving the effectiveness, avoid disruption in service and enabling the continuous
compliance, reducing liability in order to contain cost.

Authentication and Authorization
Patients records to be authenticated by the medical faculties with the organizational and
through personal identification. Digital identities are increased to facilitate the transaction in
various domain system. Authorization of the faculties permission in term to access the health
records according to his/her rights information available in the organization. Authorization
addresses the issue of responsibilities assigned to the medical faculties with the respective
authorities in terms of addition, deletion, editing and uploading of records.

Backup
In health care organization backup of medical data likely encounters damaged target media
which requires costly time consuming data services. Medical faculties error formatting of
backup medium and overwriting od backup data. Deletion of data file due to replication of
remote mirroring.

Web Application Security
There are critical web application vulnerabilities which is been listed such as the nonvalidated input, broken access control, broken authentication and session management, cross
site scripting, buffer over flow, insecure storage, denial of services and insecure configuration
management. Which is found in the health care organizations the major flaws result with
human logics and interpretation.
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6. PROPOSED FRAMEWORK FOR SECURITY ANALYSIS IN
HEALTHCARE SYSTEM
In order to analyse the security utilities a criterion is classified into eight different security sub
types to evaluate the issues in healthcare infrastructure.
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Figure 1 Framework for security analysis in health care systems

Audit and Compliance
Medical data collection labels the analysis of data archival requirements for the needs of the
information technology environment. Capturing, archiving, analysis, reporting and retrieving
are the main processes in the subsystem which occurred during normal operation.

Access Control
Security bridging implies the access between the processes and the services within the
environment via through entity identified through authentication and authorization.

Flow Control
The security policies bridged between the visibility and flow of information to ensure the
information integrity bounded to the computing environment.
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Credential Management and its Identity
For the creation and maintaining the permission identity for the objects regarded in order to
explain access information and rights for networking to all other platforms and process sub
system in a computing environment. It has an essential legal liability for managing and
creation of objects incorporated with credentials.

Solution Integrity
It has the need for dependable and functional accuracy regarding the computational solution
for the cloud environment.

Digital Signature
Unauthorized modification of data is prevented for all the possibilities of signature at attribute
level.

Internal Replication
In order to prevent the data loss, Cloud providers should be able to provide backup and
internal redundancy against document loss, to achieve availability of information for long
term.

Secret Sharing Scheme
Data availability is increased by redundantly spreading multiple cloud providers. It prevents
the cloud providers from spying on data which is key compromised in order to reduce the
leakage of information in multi cloud, further to reduce the encryption errors or to comprise
the decryption key to prevent from the cloud providers.

7. CONCLUSIONS
The use of cloud computing infrastructure reduces the structural cost of the medical
organizations and the security is not measured significantly. Medical organization are worried
about the unauthorized access of which will eventually lead to confidentiality and availability
to the service will be in loss and data will misled to the cloud infrastructure. Multi cloud in
health care framework is added with adequate enhanced security innovation which will lead to
secure the medical data in terms of its requirement, the security issues address more than the
current existing one in terms of single cloud, multi cloud with the enhanced framework will
help to secure the vulnerabilities which will eventually led to data loss of medical images
which reduces the trust in the cloud providers by the healthcare industry. The supplemented
framework in multi-cloud will addresses the security risk in the healthcare infrastructure and
provide proper assurance to it.
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